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thomson roddick auctioneers & valuers - 34 calf bound & others. a carton of various vols. 35 various. a
carton of various vols. 36 burgh records society. 8 various vols. relating to glasgow; also 4 others, scottish
history society, third series. waesberge & swart. 4. various. 7. reference, genealogy ... - children's. a
carton of various vols. £20-£30 14. children's. a carton of various books & comics. ... frontis & illus. signed &
inscribed by the author. quarto. qtr. morocco. privately printed, 1888. £30-£40 31. harrison ainsworth w. old
saint paul's or the plague & fire of london. quarto. rebound cloth. printed for private circulation only, 1842.
£20-£30 32. mcdouall andrew. art feature 1 the art market by chris murray t - antiques info september/october 09 the art market by chris murray there was a subtle change in sensibility in british
painting during the last decades of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the auction - rare, signed
& first edition book auction 03/25 ... - signed with dust jacket cloth-backed boards, gilt foil dust jacket with
light wear and handling. looks like moisture touched bottom of spine on dust jacket with small moonwar,
(signed) by ben bova - bright-night - if you are looking for the book moonwar, (signed) by ben bova in pdf
format, in that case you come on to faithful website. we presented the utter variation of this ebook in pdf,
epub, djvu, doc, txt forms. 131 signed books - bookfever - many genres - nonfiction, fiction, mysteries,
science fiction, poetry and children’s books, and are listed alphabetically by author. with over 10,000 signed or
inscribed books in inventory, this is just a tiny sampling of what we have available. trees and other poems
(inscribed by joyce kilmer) by joyce ... - if you have visited this website and you are looking to get trees
and other poems (inscribed by joyce kilmer) by joyce kilmer pdf, you have definitely come to the right place. 1.
frost, robert. autograph letter signed matted and ... - and signed by him at the conclusion with the
dedication "for richard hocking/once the author's pupil for/a lesson or two at shady hill/or rather on the porch
on/irving street" on a 6-1/8" x 7-3/4" piece of paper. antiquarian booksellers association of america
(abaa ... - portrait of miss clavell from the author's beloved children's book madeline ... series but that is also
additionally inscribed and signed by the author, as this is on the limitation page: "to eugenio/prestinario/from
/ludwig bemelmans/1941." pomerance does not indicate a lettered edition, nor have we heard of another
lettered copy, but given the most unusual nature of this copy, we cannot rule ... top 50 rare and valuable
books - cfkcdn - top 50 rare and valuable books the following books are considered by many collectors to be
the most rare and valuable. each sold at auction for thousands, and in some cases, hundreds of thousands of
dollars. 1. gutenberg bible: johannes gutenberg, printed 1456, 180 copies known to exist . 2. a season in hell:
arthur rimbaud, 1873, first edition, signed by the author and inscribed to paul ... december 9th, 2017:
fraternal, children’s, antique, etc. - 3v young adult children's titles & cookbooks vintage author illustrator
signed first edition dust jacket julia child youth christmas hyman smoky night bunting diaz caldecott medal
holiday food auction - sale 351: fine modern literature 03/15/2007 1:00 ... - auction - sale 351: fine
modern literature 03/15/2007 1:00 pm pdt lot title/description lot title/description 1 abbey's road drawings by
jean pruchnik. regarding books catalog as of 6/29/2017 - the death prayer (#444) $35.00 london, victor
gollancz, 1995. 1st edition (uk) hb. nf/nf. top corners have been very request information lightly bumped.
parts manual for kitchenaid dishwasher - children by glen hirshberg,israel a photobiography the first fifty
years inscribed and signed,college board official sat study guide 2013,sony xperia tipo manual svenska,hm
revenue and customs aspire the re by bryce courtenay four fires 1st first edition hardcover pdf edition inscribed by author on half title page for daqnia bryce courtenay some edge wear and creasing to
cover and spine tanning to pages with small stain on fore edge of textblock previous owners details obscured
by white out on half title page signed by authors this is a cracker of a courtenay book deserving a higher rating
than five in the first part of the book he captures the social ...
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